


CHART OF THE WEEK

Yield spreads between euro 
area sovereign bond yields are a 
key indicator of euro area stress. 
Although they remain well 
below the extreme levels of the 
euro crisis, italian spreads have 
risen, reflecting the market’s 
assessment of the severity of 
the respective political upsets.
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MACROECONOMIC DATA



• FOMC

 The dot plot moved to four hikes this year from three based on the FOMC median forecast

 The vote to increase the federal funds rate target range by 25 basis points to 1.75%-2.00% from 
1.50-1.75% was a unanimous 8-0

 Growth was upgraded to “solid” from “moderate,” and the pickup in consumer spending was
noted

 Inflation continued to be characterized as “close to 2%,”. Inflation forecasts were revised up to 
show an overshoot of the 2% target over the forecast horizon as headline PCE was upgraded to 
2.1% in both 2018 and 2019 from 1.9% and 2.0%

COMMENTS

FED SENT AN HAWKISH MESSAGE
source: bloomberg



• ECB Meeting

The European Central Bank said on Thursday that if incoming data followed its forecasts, 
then its monthly bond-buying program would continue until the end of this year but at 
a slower pace

 the programme will be reduced to €15bn during the last three months of the year

 The central bank also said it is planning on keeping interest rates steady until next 
summer

COMMENTS

DRAGHI COMMUNICATE A DOVISH COMMENT

source: bloomberg



COMMENTS

• BoJ

On Friday the Bank of Japan maintained its ultra-loose monetary policy as it kept its 
short-term interest rate target at minus 0.1% and pledged to guide 10-year government 
bond yields around 0%

As expected, the BOJ has retained the 80 trillion yen bond-buying target that hasn't 
been hit for some time now. 

Bank of Japan Downgrades Assessment of CPI - BOJ Sees CPI in Range of 0.5% to 1.0%

source: bloomberg



• China

Official data showed on Thursday that China’s industrial output increased 6.8% in May 
from a year earlier, missing therefore expectations as analysts had predicted industrial 
output growth to fall only slightly to 6.9%

Fixed-asset investment growth also slowed reaching 6.1% in the first five months of the 
year; the reading was also below expectations which were for it to remain steady at 7% 
which was the January-April pace

source: bloomberg

COMMENTS



President Donald Trump moved the U.S. to the brink of a trade war with China, 
announcing tariffs on $50 billion in Chinese imports that America’s biggest trading 
partner vowed to retaliate against

Turkey’s central bank raised interest rates by 125bps to 17.75%, in an attempt to calm
inflation and stabilise the lira

source: EFG AM

IMPORTANT NEWS



S&P 500 UST 10Y (yield)

…REACTIONS



EuroStoXX 600 Bund 10Y (yield)

…REACTIONS



EUR vs USD Gold

…REACTIONS



US HY spread EU HY spread

…REACTIONS
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